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Background
The Wilts & Berks Canal Trust have been working with partners for a number
of years to define a new route for the canal in Melksham where the historic
alignment has been built over since the waterway was officially abandoned in
1914. This proposal, ’The Melksham Link’ has been developed by a project
team following the Wilts & Berks Canal Partnership decision in June 2009 to
promote the scheme as a priority project. The proposed route has evolved
from a feasibility report previously commissioned in 2007 by consultants
Black & Veatch.
The ‘Melksham Link’ is the first phase of the route solution for the town and
will allow navigation on a new section of canal to an impounded section of the
River Avon.
This report deals with the technical issues (Parts 1,2,& 3) in this first phase
to be delivered and acknowledges some of the design requirements for the
second phase (part 4) to link back from the river to the historic route of the
canal north of the town

The new navigable waterway has been designed in 4 parts.
Part 1:
K&A junction to Berryfield village.
Part 2:
Berryfield to junction with river Avon.
Part 3:
River Avon impounded from new weir to the existing weir
upstream of Town Bridge
Part 4:
River Avon to the junction with the proposed new canal link to
the historic line of the Wilts & Berks Canal

A Flood Risk Assessment is carried out in a separate document
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Technical Design
The design for this proposal includes a new length of canal between Kennet
& Avon canal and the River Avon, impounding of a section of the River Avon
in Melksham, and a new lock adjacent to the existing weir with the following
features:• New canal approximately 3km in length with 3 locks, designed to
Kennet & Avon dimensions, falling a total 7.3m to the River Avon.
• New weir in the River Avon below Challeymead (A350) bridge raising
the water level by approximately 0.5m from current ( summer flow)
level.
• New narrow (2.1m) lock and hydropower facility, adjacent to the
existing weir above Town Bridge allowing craft to be raised 2m to the
river above the weir.
The waterway has been designed in four parts:
1. Kennet & Avon Canal junction to Berryfield community
2. Berryfield to junction with the River Avon
3. Impoundment of River Avon from new weir below Challeymead bridge
to the existing weir and sluice above Town bridge
4. River Avon from the existing sluice to junction with proposed new canal
(Note as an informative the proposed new route to connect to the
historic line is shown is this design)

Part 1 K&A Junction to Berryfield
The junction will be approx 75m. west of the original entrance to the Wilts &
Berks Canal , on the same level as the K&A, without a junction lock but will
include provision for stop planks.
The water level in the K&A has been quoted at 38.30 AOD in all previous
reports but several checks, taken during 2010, have shown this to be
incorrect. There is considerable variation in levels from 38.01 to 38.21. In the
light of these results the datum level has been adjusted to 38.20 AOD.
Water depth on this length is 1.4m.
K &A entrance to old railway embankment
1.1 A layout plan of this section is shown on Sheet1 scale 1:1250.
The connection to the K&A allows 30m. swinging room into the new length
with vertical banks protected with either steel or plastic revetment. The K&A
Towpath will be carried over the new canal junction by an 8m span Macrete®
FlexiArch® footbridge with 1:15 approach ramps either side. This bridge will
incorporate suitable ducts to carry the fibre optic communications cable that
is currently buried in the towpath
Stop planks are provided, in the approach channel, to allow isolation of the
new canal.
The canal will have a bed width of 7m.with nominal slopes of 1:3 and a
channel width of 15m. The navigable width is 9m for a boat having a draught
of 1m.
The length of channel shown on drawings 1,2 &3 will be on a low
embankment for most of its length.
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The position of the channel is dictated by the restriction of the Esso pipeline
for part of this length and by agreement with the operator finished work will
not be closer than 3m.to the pipeline. There are restrictions in the weight of
construction plant working in the restricted area.
1.2 As part of this design, provision has been made adjacent to the canal for
a Marina capable of accommodating 200 narrowboats, or a lesser number of
wide beam, with a few residential moorings. The access will be from the
suitably splayed connecting channel through a separation embankment
incorporating a provision for stop planks. This will be built as a private venture
and detailed proposals will be submitted as a separate planning application.
1.3 At the old railway embankment, a 5m waterway plus 3m towpath, in
cutting, is proposed. This will have concrete retaining walls, possibly brick
faced and bridged with a circa 1942 Bailey Bridge recovered from Frome and
donated to the Trust.
1.4 This section will probably be mostly in the Oxford clay strata but, because
of the limited water supply, this length will be fully lined with Rawmat sodium
Bentonite lining. This will reduce bed and bank losses to the minimum
possible.
1.5 Drawing No 2 shows cross-sectional details close to the old embankment
where a new water main has already been laid to accommodate the canal.
1.6 The towpath is proposed to be 3m wide wherever possible with a
minimum width of 2m surfaced to a standard to accommodate light plant, farm
vehicles and cyclists
1.7 The length from the old railway to Berryfield is shown on Layout Plan
Sheet 2.
This will be a 15m wide waterway on a low embankment incorporating a 3m
wide towpath as above.
There will be at least one lift or swing bridge to accommodate footpaths and
farm equipment.
A culvert will also be required to pass a small watercourse under the canal.
1.8 The canal water surface level will be at or above existing ground levels
and imported fill will be required to construct the low embankments. This can
come from the Marina development or from beyond Berryfield. If the latter
source is used movement of spoil will have to be along the line of the canal
and length 1 cannot be completed until spoil is available from length 2
1.9 Berryfield lock will be constructed just before the sharp bend leading into
the village. Drawing 4b shows the cross section of the lock which will have a
drop of 1.65m.
Construction will be reinforced concrete, with local stone copings and possibly
brick facings. Standard K&A gates with steel balance beams will be used
although the possible use of composite steel and timber has still to be
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evaluated. Brick quadrants and heel grips, to BW pattern, will be provided at
each gate.
1.10 The length from the lock to the aqueduct will need piled revetment on
both sides.
Subject to further research, this will be plastic rather than steel piling
Appendix 1 shows details of plastic piling
1.11 Water supply. This length of canal is directly connected to the K&A and
water will come from that source. To reduce water demand to the minimum
channel lining will be used so that the biggest losses will be evaporation and
transpiration. To further reduce demand, on the K&A’s limited resources, back
pumping will be installed to put locking water back that canal.
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Part 2 Berryfield to junction with river Avon.
Layout Plan Sheet 3 and Sheet 4 shows the general details for this length.
Sheet 3a shows the work envisaged at Berryfield in greater detail.
2.1 There is a sharp turn into the village and the channel will have to be
widened and protected with either steel or plastic piling, which will lead into an
reinforced concrete aqueduct over the Berryfield Brook. This will be on skew
of to the existing line of the brook
This will also allow limited room for mooring and winding. Drawings no.5 & 6
2.2 The aqueduct will be 5m.wide, plus the 3m wide towpath, and lead into a
concrete channel 7m wide, with a narrow towpath, through the village.
The possibility of using plastic piling instead of concrete is still being
investigated.
This area will be landscaped and planted and a new children’s play area
constructed to replace the existing one which is on the line of the canal. Due
to the channel design there no mooring will be possible on this section from
the aqueduct to Berryfield Lane.
2.3 Access to Berryfield village. The existing junction of Berryfield Park road
with the main road will be severed and the concrete channel narrowed to 5 m.
A manually operated lift bridge will be built.
A new road access will be constructed to provide 2 new roads from the main
road into the village, with 2 arch bridges spanning the canal. The bridges will
be FlexiArch® a patented, very modern, method of building arch bridges but
with suitable approach ramps for current highway sight line requirements..
The external finish will be brick facings to produce a very similar appearance
to the canal’s original arch bridges.
Appendix 2 FlexiArch® system.
2.4 At the New Inn the available width is very restricted and channel width will
have to be reduced to 5m, even possibly 4.5m, and the large tree removed.. It
is proposed to terminate Berryfield lane with no canal crossing to Semington
Road.
2.5 Downstream of Berryfield lock water levels will, at 36.55AOD, be approx.
400mm below ground level increasing to approx. 1m below ground level on
the remainder of the length to top lock. Water depth will be 1.4 m through the
village increasing to 1.6m depth beyond the concrete section. The depth of
water is increased to 1.6m in order to provide water storage and to reduce
turbulence and suspended solids arising from the passage of boats.
.
2.6 The winding hole and approach area at the end of the narrow section will
need to be piled but beyond this the channel will be in a shallow cutting. This
will require a simple plastic and timber piled revetment on the towpath side
and a sloping bank to meet existing ground levels on the offside. Coir roll
revetment may be required if the bank above he stone erosion protection is
very soft. See drawing No.8
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2.7 The towpath will revert to a 3m width and be surfaced to cycleway
standards.
2.8 There will need to be a swing pedestrian access bridge near the 2nd. Lock
to accommodate a revised footpath route.
2.9 Refuge moorings and a limited number of residential moorings are
proposed part way to the next lock. Refuge moorings are essential as in a
potential flood event all boats will have to move off the river.
2.10 Top lock. This lock is proposed to be built by volunteers and the design is
being kept as a simple reinforced concrete structure. If this work is completed
by volunteers it will be known as Volunteer Lock. Drawing No.4a
Top water level 36.55
Bottom water level 33.75
Fall 2.8m
Depth over cills 1.6m
Lock gates BW. standard timber or, possibly, composite steel construction
with steel balance beams.
2.11 River lock. This lock will drop the canal to river level, which of course,
varies considerably depending on rainfall and ground water conditions.
On the information currently available, a low summer water level of 30.60
should be achievable with a 500 mm increase in water level maintained by a
new weir downstream of the junction, giving a probable max fall of 3.15m.
See longitudinal section Drawing. No.7
2.12 Water supply this length of canal will be supplied from the River Avon.
An automatic pumping station will be constructed near to Challeymead Bridge.
This will pump water to a controlled outlet up stream of Top Lock and to
another in the pound between the locks. Lockage water will discharge to the
lock approach channel.
There will be an initial large quantity required for the first filling, but then water
will only be required to make up bed losses, evaporation and transpiration; all
lockage water being returned to the river.
2.13 Siltation. The passage of boats along the canal will cause some
sediment to be put into suspension, this will be reduced by the increased
depth and cross section area of this length of canal. Additionally the pound
between the locks can be deepened by up to 1m. further reducing the
suspended silt.
The resultant discharge to the river will, for most of the year, be less than the
silt load in the river. The gate paddles on the bottom lock will be made larger
than usual so that the rate of discharge will be greater than normal, which will
help reduce the accumulation of silt in the approach channel.
2.14 The channel below the lock will be defined by revetment at or below
nominal water level (similar to that used on the K&A Canal).The marginal area
between the channel and the banks will be planted with reed and other native
marginal plants to provide further habitat enhancement.
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Part 3 Impounded River Avon from canal junction to existing weir and
sluice
3.1 Details of this section are shown in Layout Plans Sheet 5
3.2 Melksham weir and sluice were built in 1958 to provide flood relief to
Melksham. The Channel from the weir to below Challymead bridge is very
wide and not as stable as the natural balance of the channel downstream of
the widened section. There is considerable siltation in the area of Town Bridge
and erosion at Challeymead Bridge and several long lengths of deep channel.
3.3 In order to make the River Avon navigable up to Melksham it is proposed
to construct a low weir downstream of the junction with the new canal, at the
end of the widened section, where the bed level is high. This weir will raise the
water level by approx. 500mm ; incorporate a fish pass, canoe slalom and
have a crest level of 30.35 to retain a water level of approx. 30.60 AOD. This
will be sufficient, with minor dredging, to give a navigable depth of 1.6m up to
the existing weir and sluice.
The dredged bed level will be 29.00 which will mean removing the high area
at Town Bridge and under Challeymead Bridge, where erosion and siltation
has completely altered the correct channel location. The dredged width will
be a navigable channel approx 12m wide and the spoil will be used to
reshape the left bank in the area of Challeymead bridge and minor bank
regrading. The major part of the channel is already lower than the required
depth.
Drawing 10 shows a longitudinal section of the river with the proposed levels
superimposed.
3.4 The new weir will have a weir length of 20m. and be slightly curved in
plan. A canoe weir/slalom will be constructed close to the North bank. Further
discussion is required with canoeists to decide the design of this structure
On the South side a 4m. x1m. tilting weir sluice gate will be constructed; this
will allow the level to be dropped for inspection, maintenance and minor
adjustments to the water level. This sluice can also be left open in the winter
and will reduce the rate of siltation. Alongside the sluice there is room for a
600mm wide fish pass.
Drawings 11 and 12
3.5 In Melksham the existing weir and sluice gate will be retained and a new
narrow lock built on the South side(Left bank) of the weir. This will mean that
wide beam boats will not be able to navigate beyond the existing weir; there is
however ample room on the south bank to re-profile the bank to provide
bankside or pontoon moorings and improve the general appearance of the
river corridor.
Drawing no.9
3.6 There will still be adequate fall at this weir to make hydropower generation
a practical proposition and drawing 9 also shows a possible position for an
installation.
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3.7 Melksham lock. The proposed lock will be a conventional narrow lock and
the same length as the K&A locks.
This lock will be subject to regular flooding as it will be adjacent to the existing
weir wall. An additional Hydraulic Modelling Report has been commissioned
from Messrs. Black and Veatch which indicates that the construction will have
no measurable effect on flood levels if built as a standard narrow lock.
As a flood relief channel it could provide a very modest reduction in flood
levels of 20-40mm. The high additional cost of providing this option is not
justifiable, but the facility to open top and bottom gates together can be
provided .
3.8 Basic lock data
Top Gates.
Oxford Canal pattern. Ground paddles only
Crest level of weir. 32.61 AOD
Assumed summer level. 150mm over weir
Cill level. 31.11. ie. 1.5 m below weir crest level. There will therefore
adequate depth for navigation if level drops to crest level.
Overspill level. Top gates 33.20
Flood level. 1:100 year 34.80
Coping level. As existing piling 34.13.
Bottom Gates
Mitre Gates. Single paddle in each gate
Downstream water level. 30.60 approx.
Lock fall 2360mm
Lock gate cill level. 29.00
Lock island
The existing piling to remain untouched.
New steel piling to be driven to connect with the existing to form a bullnose up
stream and downstream of the lock and the wall of the lock. Tie rods to tie
across the island and to be surfaced with an reinforced concrete deck detailed
to suit the proposed hydropower scheme.
Towpath side
Steel sheet piling to start approx. 40m upstream of the forebay. Concrete
coping level 33.20.
Lock wall piled with coping level of 34.13.
Downstream of lock piling continued for 40m. Coping level 31.00-31.50.
With the high risk of flooding the towpath and bank, including the piled lengths
upstream and downstream, up to the 34.80 level, need to be protected from
erosion with pitched stone or block revetment.
The existing structure is piled on both banks and piling will be in keeping, but
the lock chamber could have a cosmetic finish of brick or stone if required.
3.9 Basic Challeymead weir data
Main weir . Length 20m broad crested type with upstream and downstream
approaches sloped at 30 degrees.
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The drop over the weir will vary with changes in water level but under
average summer flows will be 0.54m.
In flood conditions the downstream water level will rise to a point where the
weir is completely covered i.e. ‘drowned out’. This is likely on 1:2 year flood
return period.
Adjustable sluice . A tilting weir of the type produced by Waterfront Fluid
Controls Ltd is proposed on the south bank. This will allow the retained level
to be dropped so the limited maintenance and inspections can be carried out
during low flow periods. It will also allow a small amount of fine adjustment in
retention level and subject to experiment there may be a reduction in silt
accumulation if left open for part of the winter.
Fish Pass A 800mm wide Larinier type fish pass will be constructed next to
the sluice. This type of fish pass has closely spaced baffles along its length
making an easier passage for fish.
The provision of an access platform over the sluice will also provide easy
access to the pass.
Canoe Channel. A channel 5m wide to the approved design of the British
Canoe Union will be built on the north bank.
With the low drop over this weir both the channel and the main weir will be
particularly attractive to canoeists and it is likely to become a very popular
training length of the river. Simple landing stages will be constructed above
and below the weir .
It is not proposed to fit a boom at the weir and appropriate warning signs will
warn boaters and canoeists.
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Part 4 River Avon above Melksham Gate ( existing sluice)
4.1 Details of this section are shown on Layout Plan Sheet 5
4.2 Upstream of the Melksham Gate (existing sluice).
The left bank up stream of the sluice is suitable for the development of
mooring space and an improved towpath. An outline design for a
simple revetment to protect the river bank and improve boat access
has been prepared for the canoe club and would be suitable for the
whole bank beyond the new piling.
4.3 Beyond the river the drawings indicate the proposed route to link to the
historic line of the canal north of Melksham.
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Part 5 Services
Information has been obtained from the various service providers.
The work expected to be required to deal these is summarised:5.1 Fibre–optic cables. As already noted these will be diverted over the new
footbridge at Semington
5.2 Esso pipeline. The alignment of the canal runs parallel to the pipeline but
it is designed to be just outside “the restricted width” of approach to the pipe
line required by the Operator.
5.3 Water. The main problem expected to arise has been dealt with and
Wessex Water’s new main has been laid with adequate cover under the set
out position for the canal.
At the K&A junction the main crossing under the K&A will have to be extended
to pass under the new line and a new valve complex will have to be
constructed. The alignment of the main is avoided by the layout shown for the
junction and Marina.
Water service pipes will have to be re-located at Berryfield where the canal
will cross them.
5.3 Foul sewers A 200 diam crosses the canal line near Berryfield. With a
canal depth of 1.4m there should be clearance under the canal based on the
information obtained.
A rising main crosses under the Berryfield Brook at Berryfield this should not
cause a problem but may be to high to pass under the concrete section and
may need lowering.
5.4 Storm sewers. 450 and 600mm storm drains cross the line of the canal
near to the 2 locks and diversions will be required.
The sewage treatment works outfall, Southbrook outfall and a storm water
outfall are downstream of the new weir so are not affected.
There are sewer overflow outfalls and road drains discharging to the river
above the new weir but the small rise in retained water level should have little
effect.
5.5 Overhead cables. Some diversion or temporary raising may be required
but most of the overhead lines can be worked under or avoided.
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Layout Plans & Maps
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Layout Plan Sheet 1
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 2
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 3
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 3a
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 4
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 5
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Layout Plan Sheet 6 Overall Scheme
Do not scale from this drawing-see separately submitted drawings
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Engineering drawings /sketches
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Drawing No. 1
Typical cross section of channel between K&A and the railway embankment
Scale 1:100 @ A4
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Drawing No.2. Cross section as set out at new water main crossing at Outmarsh Farm.
Scale 1:100 @A4

Drawing No.3 Typical cross sections :
Between railway embankment and Berryfield Village
& between Berryfield and river Avon.
Scale 1:100 @A4

Drawing No.4a section –lock construction
Scale 1:50 @ A4

Drawing No.4b section –Berryfield lock construction
Scale 1:50 @A4
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Drawing 4c sections –lock construction at Melksham Gate
Scale 1:50 @ A4
See also separately submitted drawing WBCT 10/008
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Drawing No.5 Berryfield brook aqueduct
Elevations looking upstream and downstream

Scale 1:100 @A4
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Drawing No.6 Berryfield Brook.
Plan & Section
Scale 1:200 @A4
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Drawing No.7 Longitudinal section- locks leading down into river Avon
Vertical Scale 1:50
Horizontal Scale : 1:1250
(note drawing extends over 2 A4 pages)
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Drawing No.8 Alternative revetment methods
Scale 1:50 @ A4
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Drawing No.9a
Elevation and section
Melksham Gate Narrow Lock & Hydro power scheme
Scale 1:200 @A4
See also separately submitted drawing WBCT 10/008 &
WBCT 10/009
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Drawing No.9b Melksham Flood Gate
Narrow Lock & Hydro power scheme –plan layout
Scale 1:500 @ A3
See also separately submitted drawing WBCT 10/008 &
WBCT 10/009
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Drawing No.10
Amended Black & Veatch Cross Longitudinal section of river
from new weir to canal junction upstream of existing weir.
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Drawing No.11 Challeymead Weir –Plan
Scale 1:200 @A4
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Drawing No.12 Challeymead Weir –cross section
Scale 1:50@ A4
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Appendix 1 Details of Multi-lock plastic piling.
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Appendix 2
Macrete® Bridges
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Appendix 3
Redi-Rock Information
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